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WINE ABOUT IT
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CHECK YOUR MAIL



6 solo dates to take yourself on this semester 

the truth is, at the end of the day you are all you’ve got. Whether you’ve got an s.o. or 
not, there’s one person you can always count on to date you–yourself. it seems like the 

majority have lost the capacity to be alone. you know what i’m talking about–how we pull 
out our phones if we’re by ourselves to pretend to be busy or how we’ve not done certain 

things solely because we didn’t have someone to do them with.

it’s time to end the stigma that being alone makes you “weird” or “a loner.” toss all of the 
misconceptions in the trash, because here are six solo dates to go on that’ll guarantee a 

good time.

1. take a Walk in the Park.
literally. While we may not all have an intense love of nature, i think we can all appreciate 
it to a certain extent. take a hike, a walk, a run or even a stroll at a nearby park or area of 
your choice. the fresh air is a perfect way to relax, there’s also a bonus workout involved. 

sidenote: this is wisest if done during the day time–getting lost in nature at night isn’t a 
great plan.

2. Get a maniCure.
this is incredibly relaxing and for the week that follows you have beautiful nails to admire. if 
you don’t feel like spending the cash, a diy manicure is just as effective. Pick your favorite 

polish, put on your favorite movie or music and paint away.

3. release your CreatiVity.
spend some time unleashing your creativity with a new hobby or an old one. Bust out the 
watercolors or work on the story you’ve been dying to write–a solo date is a perfect time 
to be creative. you can try out a local studio where you can paint ceramics, remember 

those from birthday parties as a kid? Bring your music, some earbuds and get your creativ-
ity flowing. If none of these are working for you, there are plenty of ways to tap into your 

creative side.

4. see a moVie.
I know–the idea of flying solo at a movie is a little bit daunting, but if it’s too daunting 
there’s no harm in enjoying a movie from your bed courtesy of Netflix. Enjoy the movie 

and–bonus–you won’t even have to share your popcorn…or the snacks you sneak into the 
theater. this is the perfect time to watch the movie that no one wanted to watch with you.

5. Go shoPPinG.
While it is true that sometimes you need someone’s opinion, most of the time you know 

yourself and what you look good in. Perks of shopping alone include being able to spend 
as much or as little time in any story as you’d like and being able to try on a lot of things 

without feeling a little bit guilty for having someone wait for you.

6. Get Breakfast.
this can be a morning cup of tea or a trip to your favorite diner–it doesn’t matter. spend-
ing time in the morning to be alone and relax is the perfect way to kick off your day. you 

don’t need a companion to enjoy some pancakes and coffee. Breakfast foods alone can 
seriously give you some happy vibes.

Paige difiore for the lala



in nyC, the shift into summer is often marked by more people running along the hudson river… and more people packing into 
biergartens. Another dead give away? The summer influx of fresh meat – I’m talking summer interns and new college graduates. You 
can tell because they’re still wearing Croakies and nantucket red shorts. (sorry boys, it’s true.)

Now that our happy hours have been replenished with new faces, it’s time to start brushing up on our flirting tactics. Inevitably, we’ll 
find ourselves playing wing woman for our girls, so I asked my friend Hannah Orenstein for some tips.

Why’d i think of hannah? she worked for the dating service tawkify in 2014 to matchmake new yorkers, and now she’s a freelance 
writer (and NYU grad!) who’s work you can find on Cosmopolitan.com, Seventeen.com, Refinery29, xoJane, etc. If I was hitting the 
town looking for a match, I’d definitely bring Hannah – plus, girl has mastered the art of red lipstick.

You might (read: definitely) want to share her advice on being a killer wing woman to all your girlfriends.

a good wing woman has mastered the introductions — i.e. you take the plunge and approach a group of guys at a bar and then 
bring your girls along. What are your best tactics for making that first introduction?

No one wants to make the first move, but guys are typically expected to. If you can turn the tables and approach them, that takes a 
huge weight off their shoulders — i doubt they would turn you down. When you introduce yourself, you can start off with an opening 
question (“your drink looks so good. What is it?”), then introduce yourself and your friends. if you’re approaching a pair or a group 
of guys, chat up the one your friend isn’t interested in and let the two of them hit it off.

it’s a lot easier to approach guys when you’re acting as a wing woman (or a matchmaker!) than it is to approach guys for yourself. if 
your goal is to make your friends happy, chances are you’ll find the confidence to go out on a limb for them. It’s not as nervewrack-
ing as approaching guys for yourself, i promise!

sometimes people are uncomfortable when it’s so obvious they are being “set up” — what’s a not obvious way to play up how 
awesome your friend is?

When you explain what makes your friend a catch, the attention is on you, not her. You’re the one with the floor. After introductions 
are made and the ice is broken, let her shine. for example, my best friend has a knack for telling killer dramatic stories, so when we go 
out together, i’ll often drop a reference to one into the conversation to pique the guy’s interest. from there, all eyes are on her while 
she entertains them.

Great wing women know their friends’ strengths and play to them. if your friend is an amazing dancer, try starting a conversation near 
the dance floor. If your friend has a great sarcastic sense of humor, set her up to tell a joke. Then stay quiet (or talk to the guys she’s 
not into) and let her be the center of attention.

Where are some of the best places to meet new people?

you might think that bars are a common place to meet people, but i actually think that online dating has killed your chances of 
meeting people at bars! now that we can meet dozens of people just by swiping through tinder, we’re not as primed to start irl 
conversations with people at bars. your chances are better in casual group hangouts, parties, and group activities (think kickball 
league, standup classes, cooking classes). now that the weather is warmer, you might also meet people in public parks. if you’re 
hanging out outside and stick to the more populated parts of the park, someone might come over and say hello.

Using your social network to meet new people through mutual friends is one of the best ways to find potential matches. How can you 
make that happen?

mutual friends are an excellent way to meet new people. But most friends don’t go around thinking, “hmm, lauren would really hit it 
off with Jake. Why don’t I set them up?” (OK, not unless you’re a matchmaker. Then it’s constantly on your mind.) Rather than asking all 
your friends to connect you with their single friends, start from a strategic point. Consider which of your friends are most likely to know 
single people that you’d be interested in. if you tend to go for really career-oriented guys, your friend who’s working odd jobs to 
fuel her road trip across the country probably isn’t the best person to ask.

the next time you throw a party, make it clear on the invitation that the party is open to friends. i entertain pretty frequently and 
always encourage my guests to bring friends. i’ve met total strangers at my own parties that i’ve gone on to date, and a few of my 
friends have done the same!

if your goal is to meet someone at a party, say hello to everyone, go easy on the drinks (one or two for liquid courage, but not so 
many that you start getting sloppy), and enlist a friend if you’re feeling shy.

so gather your girls, create a group message (mine is titled: *dancing girls* emoji), and get ready to play matchmaker. there’s 
nothing to loose, and God forbid in your efforts to set up a friend, you find someone interesting yourself – cheers!

shannon Zhu for the lala
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IN REMEMBRANCE OF THE

QUEEN MOTHER & IN

CELEBRATION OF THE HEALTH

OF QUEEN ELIZABETH I I,

RAISE A GLASS WHEN ENJOYING

THIS DRINK. SINCE THE QUEEN’S

DIAMOND JUBILEE & OTHER RE-

CENT ROYAL OCCASIONS, THIS 

COCKTAIL IS SEEING A RISE

IN POPULARITY & IS

TRENDING ON MORE & 

MORE COCKTAIL MENUS.

Q U E E N
M O T H E R

DIFFICULTY:             GLASS:

REQUIRED: 165ML GIN, 75ML DUBONNET,

DASH OF TONIC (OPTIONAL),

ORANGE OR LEMON TWIST
Add some ice to the glass

Pour the gin & Dubonnet over

the cubes
If needed, add a dash of tonic

Garnish with a twist of orange or

lemon peel
Imbibe in a sett ing that is f i t

for a Queen

stir

Q

Q



YOU DON ’T  GO

to C O L L E G E
T O  F I N D  Y O U R

HUSBAND.
YOU GO TO FIND YOUR

bridesmaids
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OXFORD DOUGHNUT SHOPPE
120 S LOCUST ST. OXFORD, OH 

513. 523. 9911


